It is shown that the neglect of ion dynamics is justified for a suitable choice of parameters. In the hydrodynamic regime, the response function with decay length equal to a diffusion length is electron thermal speed, and its amplitude is
In the kinetic regime, the amplitude is proportional to w ' and the decay is not exponential, with characteristic distance being the mean,free path a/v • For a weakly ionized gas, only electronneutral'Co!l..lisions are included; in the hydrodyneJ!l.iC region 0 the dependence of ampli'tude ana decay length on w is the same as for the fully ionized gas, but the d~cay is no longer exponential.
I. INTRODUCTION
The linear response of a thermal electron plasma vith zero magnetic
•' . . \ ' ' . l field was tirst studied by Landau, with regard. to both initial conditions and boundary conditions, under the assumption that .collisions are negligible-.
In the present 'paper, ve consider the boundary-value problem tor the case in vhich collisions are important.
Interest in this problem vas stimulated by the·experiments of
Wong, D'Angelo, and Motley, 2 vho subjected the.quiescent cesium plasma '
. of a Q-machine 3 to a longitudinal field (of fixed frequency w ) produced The asymptotic behavior is again found, this time in·terms of the velocity I dependence of the transport cross section.
II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
We consider a uniform electron gas in thermal equilibrium, il neutralized by fixed positive ions. It is perturbed by an· external electric field E 0 {z,w) ; this field has fixed ·frequency w • has a component·only in the z-direction, and varies with z only. Such a field is produced by a set of ·plane grids; we assume that they intercept I . a negligible fraction of the electrons crossing the~, so that their only effect is electrical. We.also assume.that.the field E 0 extends. over only a finite part 6z of the (theoretically infinite in extent) plasma, so that its spatial Fourier transform exists:
, .
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The plasma-response function is defined by the linear relation
where E : E 0 + Ee is the total Vlasov field; E is that due to the e perturbed electron distribution, and is determined by
where ~n .is the perturbed .electron density, and q : -e is the electron charge~ The object of this paper is the study of the response function G{z,w) • By Fourier transforming Eq. {2.2), we ~ee that
where K(k,w) is the (longit"!ldinal) dielectric function. The response function is thus given by
Since the unperturbed syst·em is ·isotropic 1 · K is even in k 1 and G is even in z ~ We may ~hus limit our attention to z·> 0 • ~:
It is eonvenient to introduce the susceptibility x(k,.w)
..
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In the kinetic description, we use the electron phase-space density ,f(r, v; t), and its perturbed part 6f
... ,...
where n 0 is the -unperturbed density, and
( 2.8) is .the normalized three-dimensional Maxwell distribution. and ~ is the total potential (E --ik~) • Equation (2.6) then becomes where 2 ' 2 ! 3 .
is the inverse·square Debye length. If it were not, the corresponding homogeneous equation
would have a nonzero solution. Let us multiply both sides of (2.14) by v}ljl (v) .., and' integrate over all v :
. ,
We use the fact 7 that ~is real and self-adjoint with respect to the weight function g • Hence the right side of {2.15) is real, but the left side is purely imaginary. Thus the only solution of (2.14) is identically zero, .and {2.13) has a unique solution.
III. HYDRODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION
For small k{k « v/a) and ·small. w {w « v) , the hydrodynamic· ·approximation is ·appropriate. The complete set of two-fluid hydrodynamic
. I 6 equations has been derived by one of-us, by the generalization of the Chapman-Enskog method to Unequal densitites, temperatures, and flow velocities for the two fluids, electrons and ions. In these equations, we take the limit · me/mi ~ 0 , thereby neglecting the ion dynamics, the justification for which is deferred to Sec. VI. We then have a set of equations for the electron fluid vith fixed ions, and the electron · subscript is dropped. The equations are linearized about absolute thermal equilibrium, ·and are listed below:
(1) the equation of continuity: iwon(k,w) = where u is the electron flow velocity; (2) . the momentum equat~on:
·~;,·.
where ~P is the perturbed pressure, n is the electron viscosity, and P is the rate and density of momentum transfer from the ions to the electrons in.collisions; (3) the energy equation:
3 .
-iw 2 n 0~0
where ~0 is the pertur.bed temperature, :Po = noeo is the unperturbed pressure, and Q is the heat flov in the electron frame; • .. '-9-Q(lt,w) .. 00
. where c 2 is the numerical thermal. conductivity, equa1 8 to 4.0 (to 10%), and c 1 is the same as in (3.5), by Onsager's relation; and (7) 
(4.9)
The susceptibility is then, to first order, (4,;10) . Since k' is of order unity, $ will be of order unity, and x has no zeroes on the real k-axis. Further, since K >~ k , ve have x >> l , so that .can be moved up to this cut, the integral then taking the form (for z > 0)
•
The function F is too complicated for analytic quadrature. Rather than carrying o~t the numerical quadrature for this model, we cont~nt
ourselves wit~ evaluating the asymptotic forms for large and small z'
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we may again neglect unity compared with ·x _, ·ana then deform the contour from c 1 to . i.e., the behlvior is a diffusion process and is characterized by a .diffUsion length. .However, the decay is not exponential, as in Sec. !It,
because here x has a branch cut rather than a pole.
Explicit evaluation requires numerical quadrature, given v 1
for the neutral gas of interest. However, we can obtain the asymptotic • .. the ion-ion collision frequencye and wi is the ion plasma frequency.)
